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Another week rolls on, it will be Christmas before we know it! A good week on site saw the 
reinforcing mesh start on the exterior areas, the framing started for the prayer room lobbies, the 
study rooms on the southern side completed, the eastern walkway framing completed, the plywood 
on that roof well underway and the demolition completed inside the old library area. It was a shame 
there was so much rain again, this meant we had to stop the sand prep for the western side, 
postpone completing the sports court and delayed the excavation of the main footpath from the 
road. We did manage to install the new auto door on the southern entry which will be commissioned 
over the next couple of days, this should make it much easier for everyone to enter and exit the 
building. 

This week we will be continuing with the exterior paving prep, complete most of the 
exterior cladding on the walls, continue the demolition and framing in the old café area, 
complete the install of the new services in the library area, continue the new ceiling panels 
inside the library area, complete the plywood on the eastern canopy, continue the sports 
court on the eastern side, complete the drainage, continue with the slab prep outside and 
continue the water-proofing membrane on the western and eastern walkways. 
Unfortunately the weather is not looking too great for the week again so we will have to see 
if this changes before we commit to pouring any concrete outside. 

Next week, we will complete the ceiling panels to the library area, complete with the sports 
court construction, continue transforming the old feature wall to the new feature wall 
design, continue the walkway membrane and hopefully we will start pouring some concrete 
outside.  

We have also started the manufacture of the plant platform screen, the door thresholds and 
are looking to confirming the design of the hanging feature above the reception counter.  

As always please feel free to comment on any actions you feel may compromise safety or 
security on site in any way via the Wintec Project Manager, Miko Brouwer 
(miko.brouwer@wintec.ac.nz or 0210526983). 

  Lance Strawbridge (Hawkins Construction Project Manager)      

“Safety is no accident” 
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The demolition is completed in the old library area and the services are well underway. 

 

The reinforcing mesh installed ready for some fine weather to pour the concrete. 



 

The sport court construction is well underway. 

 

The southern study rooms completed and in use. 


